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Early Civilizations in the Americas Reference Library, Volume 2Gale, 2005
Many American history books begin with the year 1492 explorer Christopher Columbus (1451–1506). For the great civilizations of Mesoamerica and South America, though, 1492 proved to be the beginning of the end of their civilization. The products of thousands of years of history—the great cities, the architecture, markets, governments,...
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Creating Web Sites Bible, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Everything you need to build a great Web site ...
Whether you want to start an online store, establish a Web presence for a brick-and-mortar business, or just      

show off your family album, this book shows you how. Even if you're fairly new to the Web world, you'll soon learn both the aesthetic and technical aspects of Web design....
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The Human Foot: A Companion to Clinical StudiesSpringer, 2005

	The appendages at the end of our forelimbs tend to attract the evolutionary and

	clinical limelight, but our feet are as important as our hands for our survival and

	success as a species. We tend to take them for granted, yet the many millions of

	modern humans who run either competitively or for recreation, or who play sports

	such...
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3ds Max Modeling for Games: Insider's Guide to Game Character, Vehicle, and Environment ModelingFocal Press, 2008

	The book will provide insider tips, traps, and techniques on how to create 3d assets for use in computer games and simulation systems. The book will consist of a series of tutorials, starting with simpler models and moving up to more complex builds. As the book comes to us directly from successful game artists within commercial game...
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Endurance: Winning Life's Majors the Phil Mickelson WayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005


	As one of the five clubs that founded the United States Golf

	Association and with the first and oldest clubhouse in the

	United States (opened in 1892), Shinnecock Hills in

	Southampton, New York, is America’s version of St. Andrews,

	a links course bathed in beauty and rock-hard difficulty colored

	most brilliantly by...
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Rethinking Urban Parks: Public Space and Cultural DiversityUniversity of Texas Press, 2005
William H. Whyte set out to discover why some New York City public spaces were successes, fi lled with people and activities, while others were empty, cold, and unused. After seven years of fi lming small parks and plazas in the city, he found that only a few plazas in New York City were attracting daily users and saw this decline as a threat to...
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Biometrics For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Biometric technology is a HOT topic. The most recent (ISC)2 Global Workforce Survey of over 7,500 security professionals from around the world have cited biometrics as the number one security project for organizations in North America, and the number two security project in the world overall.

Most companies aren’t using any form of...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Managing Your MoneyAlpha, 1998
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Managing Your Money shows  that any numbskull can master personal finance. In this second  edition, a father-and-daughter writing team, Robert K. Heady and  Christy Heady, give readers the best advice culled from their many  years of experience in consumer rights and money management. The  Headys believe that...
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Fast Reliable Algorithms for Matrices with Structure (Advances in Design and Control)SIAM, 1987
This book is the first to pay special attention to the combined issues of speed and numerical reliability in algorithm development. These two requirements have often been regarded as competitive, so much so that the design of fast and numerically reliable algorithms for large-scale structured systems of linear equations, in many cases, remains a...
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Nature Cures: The History of Alternative Medicine in AmericaOxford University Press, 2002
Thorough, enjoyable, and rigorous, this study documents the major "unconventional" healing movements of 19th- and 20th-century America. Whorton (history of medicine, Univ. of Washington) traces the origins and influences of Thomsonianism, homeopathy, mesmerism, Christian Science, osteopathy, chiropractic, naturopathy, and acupuncture,...
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Symmetry (Spectrum)The Mathematical Association of America, 2001

	We are all familiar with the everyday notion of two-sided symmetry, as viewed for example in the external form of the human body. But in its broadest interpretation symmetry is a property which involves regularity and repetition. In this sense symmetry can be found everywhere, especially in science and art. The aim of this book is to present...
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Zero to One: Notes on Startups, or How to Build the FutureCrown, 2014

	#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

	

	

	If you want to build a better future, you must believe in secrets.

	

	The great secret of our time is that there are still uncharted frontiers to explore and new inventions to create. In Zero to One, legendary entrepreneur and investor Peter Thiel...
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